Job satisfaction.
Getting the right people. Keeping
the right people. It’s part of the
Dogwood difference.

We listen.
At Dogwood, we’ve learned to listen to our business partners and to our candidates. While it may
seem easy to some to match skill sets to “basic”
requirements, since when have any client needs
or projects actually been “basic”?
Matching consultants to client needs is more
than simple skill set matching— it’s a process by
which we ensure that the people we bring to your
team are ideally suited to your environment.
We listen to you as well as to our potential candidates. We look for the right technical skill sets—
but also for the right project and culture skill sets.

We communicate.
It’s important that we communicate to potential
candidates all of the particulars of your project.
They want to know what you are seeking to accomplish, they want to ensure that they have the
skill sets. Most want to “fit in.” We work to communicate your expectations during the interview
process— and beyond.
Our daily practices in this area ensures that all
our people have immediate access to a member
of management— a direct line within our organization to someone who can help them get their jobs
done right the first time.
We respond to their phone calls, we respond to
emails and we treat our people with professionalism and respect— from the top down.

But just as importantly, your risk is significantly lowered
because you have well-qualified people in the roles, doing the work!

Veteran-Owned and Veteran-Led
As a veteran-owned business,
our leadership team and our team
believes in full transparency.
We’re ethical, we’re experienced,
and we know how to take ownership of our customer problems.
We work hard– because at the end
of the day, it’s all about results.
Dogwood will always work to earn your business— by
working hard, by working smart, by being fully transparent
and by earning your trust.
That’s “The Dogwood Difference.”

Team with a winner!
We know business.
Our principals have over sixty years combined
experience in business; our client list reads like a
“who’s who”. You don’t have to educate us.

We perform.
Dogwood’s operations are lean and mean, and
as a result, we have a low administrative burden.
This lower burden helps to boost your profit margins and strengthen your bottom line.

We have a track record of success— of
solid, measurable results. Dogwood’s staying
power and creative solutions to our client’s problems
have been proven time and again. In a recent Dunn &
Bradstreet satisfaction survey among our clients, we
scored an impressive 98-99%in all categories— that’s an
A+ in anyone’s book.
If you’re looking for a partner who listens well, has depth
of experience, shares your passion for hard work and
who wants to help you succeed, call Dogwood.

Experience “The Dogwood Difference”
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